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A modified back-projection approach deduced from an exact reconstruction solution was applied to
our photoacoustic tomography of the optical absorption in biological tissues. Pulses from a Ti:sap-
phire laser~4.7 ns FWHM at 789.2 nm! were employed to generate a distribution of photoacoustic
sources in a sample. The sources were detected by a wide-band nonfocused ultrasonic transducer at
different positions around the imaging cross section perpendicular to the axis of the laser irradia-
tion. Reconstructed images of phantoms made from chicken breast tissue agreed well with the
structures of the samples. The resolution in the imaging cross section was experimentally demon-
strated to be better than 60mm when a 10 MHz transducer~140% bandwidth at260 dB! was
employed, which was nearly diffraction limited by the detectable photoacoustic waves of the
highest frequency. ©2002 American Association of Physicists in Medicine.
@DOI: 10.1118/1.1521720#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, there has been considerable interest in photoac
tic tomography, a nonionizing imaging modality based up
differential absorption of electromagnetic waves for differe
tissue types. It is well known that some tissues, such as
lignant tumors, melanin-pigmented lesions, and blood v
sels have obviously higher absorption rates compared
surrounding tissues. For example, the absorption contras
tween breast tumors and normal breast tissues can be as
as 300% for 1064 nm light;1 the absorption contrast betwee
the blood and the surrounding medium is around 1000%
850 nm light.2 The thermal expansion of an absorption stru
ture in tissue creates acoustic waves according to the t
moelastic mechanism, which can be detected by high se
tive piezoelectric devices outside the sample. Photoacou
tomography visualizes the high optical contrast between
ferent soft biological tissues instead of the low acoustic c
trast while retaining the satisfactory spatial resolution of p
ultrasound imaging.

The photoacoustic method to detect small deeply emb
ded tumors has been studied by Esenalievet al.3 and Orae-
vsky et al.4,1 In an attempt to advance thein vivo detection of
skin cancer, photoacoustic imaging of layered tissues w
optical contrast has been studied by Beenenet al.,5 Oraevsky
et al.,6 and Karabutovet al.7 Axial resolution up to 10–20
mm has been achieved. Hoelenet al. applied photoacoustic
tomography to the detection of blood concentrations.2 The
depth resolution of blood vessel imaging in highly scatter
media is about 10mm. Paltauf et al. adopted an optica
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method instead of piezoelectric devices for two-dimensio
~2D! ultrasonic detection and achieved a spatial resolut
around 10mm.8

All of the above photoacoustic tomography systems c
be categorized into two detection modes:~1! the forward
mode, with the laser irradiation and ultrasound detection
opposite surfaces of the sample, and~2! the backward mode
with the laser irradiation and ultrasound detection on
same surface of the sample. Although high resolution alo
the axis of the laser irradiation can be easily achieved,
basic problem with these two modes is the poor lateral re
lution, which is limited mainly by the scanning range of th
detector.

When lateral resolution is the concern or the imaging p
pose is to obtain a 2D image of a cross section of the sam
perpendicular to the axis of the laser irradiation, a pro
scheme is to arrange the receiver around the laser ax
detect the acoustic signals from the side of the sample
focused ultrasonic transducer can be adopted to perform
linear, or sector, scan, and then the measured data is us
construct an image directly,9 which is similar to the method
used in early pulse-echo ultrasonography. An alterna
method is to use a wide-band point detector to receive
acoustic signals and then reconstruct the absorption distr
tion based on a certain algorithm.10,11

On the other hand, when employing the nonfocused ul
sonic transducer for detection, the quality of the photoaco
tic imaging is highly dependent on the reconstruction alg
rithm. Examples of approximate reconstruction algorith
27999„12…Õ2799Õ7Õ$19.00 © 2002 Am. Assoc. Phys. Med.
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include the weighted delay-and-sum method,12 the optimal
statistical approach,13 and the Radon transform in far-fiel
approximation.10,14,15 Exact reconstruction algorithms wer
recently derived for various detection geometries.16–19

In this paper, a modified back-projection method based
the circular-scan geometry was applied to the photoacou
tomography of optical absorption in biological tissues. T
modified back-projection algorithm was deduced from an
act reconstruction solution in the time domain, which will
briefly introduced in the second section. In the third secti
the experimental method, as well as the imaging result
tissue phantoms, will be shown. In the fourth section,
best resolution in the cross section of our photoacoustic
mography system will be demonstrated by experimental
sults. The final section will present our conclusions.

II. MODIFIED BACK-PROJECTION

We are interested in tissues with inhomogeneous opt
absorption but relatively homogeneous acoustic proper
When the laser pulse is very short, which is the case in
experiments, the time required for thermal diffusion is mu
greater than the time for the thermoacoustic transition. C
sequently, the effect of heat conduction in the thermoacou
wave equations can be ignored. As has been described
viously in the literatures,20,21 the generation of a photoacou
tic wave by deposition of light energy can be expressed

]2p~r ,t !

]t2
2vs

2¹2p~r ,t !5
vs

2b

Cp

]H~r ,t !

]t
, ~1!

wherevs is the acoustic speed;Cp is the specific heat;b is
the thermal coefficient of volume expansion; andH(r ,t) is
the heat-producing radiation deposited in the tissue per
volume per unit time, which can be expressed as

H~r ,t !5w~r !h~ t !, ~2!

where w(r ) describes the optical energy deposition~also
called optical absorption! within the tissue at positionr ; h(t)
describes the shape of the irradiation pulse, which can
further expressed ash(t)5d(t) for delta-function laser
pulses.

The object of the image reconstruction is to estimate
distribution of the optical absorptionw(r ) of the tissue from
a set of measured acoustic signalsp(r ,t). For a circular
scanning configuration, the exact inverse solution can be
rived based on the spherical harmonic function,

w~r !5
1

4p2lnsr 0
2E E

S0

dS0E
2`

1`

dk p̄~r0 ,k!

3 (
m50

`
~2m11! j m~kr !

hm
~1!~kr0!

Pm~n•n0!, ~3!

wherel5b /Cp ; n5r /r ; n05r0 /r 0 ; r0 is the detector po-
sition in respect to the imaging center;k5v/vs is the wave
number; p̄(r0 ,k) is the Fourier transform of the pressu
function p(r0 ,t); S0 is the measurement surface includin
Medical Physics, Vol. 29, No. 12, December 2002
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the object under investigation;j l(•) and hl
(1)(•) are the

spherical Bessel and Hankel functions, respectively; a
Pl~ ! represents the Legendre polynomial. The detailed d
vation of this exact inverse solution can be found elsewhe

This inverse solution involves a summation of a ser
that is computationally time consuming. Therefore, it is d
sirable to simplify the solution. In the experiments, the d
tection radiusr 0 is much larger than the wavelengths of th
photoacoustic waves that are used for imaging. Theref
we can assumeukur 0@1 and use the asymptotic form of th
Hankel function to simplify the above exact inverse soluti
Eq. ~3!. The approximate inverse solution has the form o

w~r !52
1

2pns
4l
E E
S0

dS0

1

t

]p~r0 ,t !

]t U
t5ur02r uns

. ~4!

Actually, two compensation factors are implicit in this sol
tion. Firstly, we introduce a weighting factor ‘‘t,’’ which
compensates for the 1/t attenuation of a spherical pressu
wave as it propagates through a homogeneous medium
the same time, we consider that in this type of reconstruc
geometry, the contribution to a certain pointP from an ele-
ment of receiving areaS is proportional to the subtende
solid angle of this elementS when viewed from the pointP.
The solid angle is inversely proportional to the square of
distance between the receiving elementS and the pointP,
which leads to a compensation factor of ‘ ‘1/t2.’’ Combining
the above two factors, we obtain a compensation facto
‘‘1/ t ’ ’ as shown in Eq.~4!.

Reference 15 gave an approximate solution ofw~r ! based
on a three-dimensional inverse Radon transformation w
the assumption that the size of an absorption object is m
less than the distance between the source and the detect
that case, the spherical surface over which the surface i
gral is computed approximates a plane. Actually, with t
above assumption,t is nearly a constant compared to the si
of the absorption object. However, in most cases, for
ample, the situation in our experiments, the size of an
sorption object can be comparable to the distance betw
the source and the detector. Under this condition, the solu
given by Ref. 15 is not appropriate, while our solution sho
in Eq. ~4! still holds and therefore is more general.

Although the modified back-projection reconstructio
shown in Eq.~4! is valid for three-dimensional distribution
of photoacoustic sources, we here consider only the imag
of thin slices of absorption objects in turbid media to eva
ate our imaging system. The slices of absorption objects
in the imaging plane perpendicular to the axis of laser ir
diation. The photoacoustic signals from turbid media outs
the imaging plane are regarded as background that will
provide information for the imaging of absorption objects.
this case, the detection of acoustic pressures over thep
angle in the imaging plane is sufficient to achieve high re
lution in the imaged cross section. For 2D imaging, the
proximate inverse solution for the circular-scan geome
can be represented by
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w~r !52
r 0

2

2plns
4Eu0

du0

1

t

]p~r0 ,t !

]t U
t5ur02r u/ns

, ~5!

which is an integral overu0 around the thin slice of the
object. From Eqs.~4! and~5!, we see that the reconstructio
of the absorption distribution can be fulfilled by bac
projection of the quantity

2
1

t

]p~r 0 ,t !

]t U
t5 ur 02r u/ns

instead of the acoustic pressurep(r0 ,t).
If R(t) is the impulse response of the detector andP(t) is

the pulse duration of the laser, in the time domain, we h

T~r0 ,t !5p~r0 ,t !* R~ t !* P~ t !, ~6!

FIG. 1. Experimental setup.
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e

where T(r0 ,t) is the piezoelectric signal detected by th
transducer, and* represents convolution. Then,]p(r0 ,t)/]t
in Eq. ~5! can be calculated by an inverse Fourier transf
mation,

]p~r0 ,t !

]t
5FFT21F2 ivT~r0 ,v!W~v!

P~v!R~v! G
5

1

2pE2`

1`2 ivT~r0 ,v!W~v!

P~v!R~v!
exp~2 ivt !dt, ~7!

whereW(v) is a band-pass window function that suppres
the frequency component outside the detectable spectru
the transducer.

III. TOMOGRAPHY IN BIOLOGICAL TISSUES

A. Experimental method

A schematic diagram of our experimental setup for ph
toacoustic tomography is shown in Fig. 1, where a laborat
coordinate system@x,y,z# is also depicted. A flash-lamp
pumped Ti:sapphire laser operating at a wavelength of 78
nm with a pulse energy of approximately 30 mJ, a pu
duration of 4.7 ns FWHM, and a repetition rate of 10 H
was used as the light source. The laser is expanded to a
cm diameter beam when heating the sample surface f
above along the laser axis; this provides an incident po
density within the limit of safety for human skin~100
mJ/cm2) according to the ANSI standard.22 In our experi-
ments, the area in a cross section of the sample that is
aged is defined by the size of the laser beam. The wave f
and the frequency spectrum of the laser pulse are dem
strated in Figs. 2~a! and 2~b!, respectively, where the curve i
~b! shows the component ofR(v) in Eq. ~7!.
FIG. 2. ~a! Wave form and~b! frequency spectrum of
the 4.7 ns laser pulse.~c! Impulse response and~d!
frequency response of the 2.25 MHz transducer.
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The wide-band nonfocused transducer~V323, Panamet-
rics! has a 2.25 MHz central frequency and a 6 mmdiameter
of the active element. The impulse response and the
quency response of the transducer are demonstrated in
2~c! and 2~d!, respectively, where the curve in Fig. 2~d!
shows the component ofP(v) in Eq. ~7!. Because the fre-
quency bandwidth of the laser pulse is much broader t
that of the transducer,P(v) is constant and Eq.~7! can be
simplified as

]p~r0 ,t !

]t
}

1

2pE2`

1`2 ivT~r0 ,v!W~v!

R~v!
exp~2 ivt !dt. ~8!

The transducer was mounted on a rotation stage that
driven by a computer-controlled step motor. The transdu
scanned around the sample with a rotational step size
1.125° and a rotational radius of 5 cm. The transducer
the sample were immersed in water. A low-noise pulse p
amplifier ~500 PR, Panametrics! amplified the acoustic sig
nals received by the transducer and sent signals to an o
loscope ~TDS-640A, Tektronix!. Then, 30 times average
digital signals were transferred to a computer for imaging

The experiments were performed with thin slices of g
zard tissues or red rubber pieces placed 0.5 cm deep in f
chicken breast muscle slabs. For 789.2 nm light the redu
scattering coefficientms8 and the absorption coefficientma

for chicken breast tissue are about 1.9 cm21 and 0.1 cm21,
respectively.23 Under this condition, the effective optical a

FIG. 3. Photoacoustic tomography of a slice of chicken gizzard that
buried 0.5 cm deep in the chicken breast slab.~a! Reconstructed image;~b!
picture of the imaged cross-section of the sample.
Medical Physics, Vol. 29, No. 12, December 2002
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tenuation coefficientmeff is 0.77 cm21. The blood concen-
tration in the chicken gizzard tissue is much higher than t
in the chicken breast muscle. According to our measu
ments, the absorption contrast between them is greater
200%. In the experiments, the sizes of the chicken bre
slabs were larger than the size of the laser beam. There
the imaged area is only a part of a cross section of
sample.

B. Imaging results

Image reconstruction utilized the 2D modified bac
projection algorithm described in Eq.~5!. We used 1.5
mm/ms as the estimated sound velocityns in soft tissues.
When a detected sample has nearly homogeneous aco
properties, the small difference between the actual sound
locity and the estimated value will not cause any distortion
the relative location of the absorption distribution in th
sample. In other words, the absolute locations and size
the detected targets inside the sample may be changed;
ever, their relative positions will not be altered.

Figure 3~a! shows the reconstructed image of a thin sli
of gizzard tissue buried 0.5 cm deep in a chicken breast s
The gizzard tissue has a nearly rectangular shape~3 mm36
mm! in the imaging plane and a thickness of about 1 m
The picture of the cross section of this sample is shown
Fig. 3~b! for comparison. In the second sample, two slices

sFIG. 4. Photoacoustic tomography of two slices of chicken gizzard that w
buried 0.5 cm deep in the chicken breast slab.~a! Reconstructed image;~b!
picture of the imaged cross-section of the sample.
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gizzard tissues are placed 0.5 cm deep in a chicken br
slab, where the sizes of the two gizzard pieces are differ
The reconstructed imaging is shown in Fig. 4~a! for compari-
son with the picture of the sample in Fig. 4~b!.

Based on our experimental system as well as the rec
struction algorithm, the results of the 2D photoacoustic
mography are satisfying. The highly absorbing objects in
bid media with comparatively low absorption were localiz
well. The boundaries between the gizzards and the chic
breast are clearly imaged.

Because both the gizzards and the chicken breast mu
are soft biological tissues, it is difficult to avoid deformatio
when the samples were photographed. For this reason
shapes of the gizzard slices in the reconstructed imag
have minor discrepancies with those appearing in the ph
graphs. To overcome this problem, slices of red rubber pie
were used as absorption objects in some of our experime
Figure 5~a! shows the reconstructed image of a slice of ru
ber ~with a 1 mmthickness! that was buried 0.5 cm deep i
a chicken breast slab; it fits perfectly with the picture of t
sample shown in Fig. 5~b!. In another sample, three circles
rubber slices with a 1 mmthickness, where the radii of th
three circles are about 4 mm, 3 mm, and 1 mm, respectiv
were adopted as absorption objects. In Figure 6~a!, the
shapes and sizes as well as the localizations of the t
rubber slices are all imaged well compared with the pict

FIG. 5. Photoacoustic tomography of a slice of rubber that was buried
cm deep in the chicken breast slab.~a! Reconstructed image;~b! picture of
the imaged cross-section of the sample.
Medical Physics, Vol. 29, No. 12, December 2002
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in Fig. 6~b!. In the reconstructed images in Figs. 3–6, we c
see some intensity fluctuations around the absorption obje
which come mainly from the photoacoustic signals genera
in the background chicken breast tissues.

IV. TESTING FOR RESOLUTION

In order to quantify the actual resolution of our detecti
system as well as the reconstruction algorithm, we
controlled samples with high absorption contrast in transp
ent media were measured for imaging. Usually, the expec
highest spatial resolution is estimated to be the half wa
length at the center frequency of the transducer. Howe
when the frequencies of the detected photoacoustic sig
determining the spatial resolution are higher than the ce
frequency, the achievable spatial resolution is better than
estimated resolution at the center frequency. Therefore,
estimate the possible best resolution to be the half wa
length at the highest detectable photoacoustic frequency

Pairs of parallel lines printed on transparencies w
adopted as ideal testing samples, as shown in Fig. 7~a!. The
length and width of the dark lines was 8 mm and 0.3 m
respectively. The gapd between the two lines was set to b
0.1 mm, 0.2 mm, and 0.3 mm, respectively. Each piece
transparency with a pair of dark lines was placed in the
aging plane. The 2.25 MHz nonfocused transducer scan

.5

FIG. 6. Photoacoustic tomography of three slices of rubber circles that w
buried 0.5 cm deep in the chicken breast slab. The radii of the three cir
are 0.4 cm, 0.3 cm, and 0.1 cm, respectively.~a! Reconstructed image;~b!
picture of the imaged cross-section of the sample.
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FIG. 7. ~a! Schematic of a pair of parallel lines printe
on transparency. The length of the two lines is 8 m
the width of the two lines is 0.3 mm; and the gap b
tween the two lines wasd. The radius of the circular-
scan is 50 mm.~b!, ~c!, and ~d! are the reconstructed
images of the pairs of parallel lines with a gapd of 0.1
mm, 0.2 mm, and 0.3 mm, respectively. The profiles
reconstructed absorption intensities along the dash li
in 2D images are demonstrated as the right pictures
~b!, ~c!, and~d!, respectively.
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around the transparency with a radius of 5 cm. The det
able frequency band of the transducer is from 0 to 4.5 M
Therefore, the estimated highest spatial resolution is 0
mm. The reconstructed 2D images of these pairs of lines

FIG. 8. Edge-spread function and line-spread function of our photoacou
imaging system with a 10 MHz transducer.
Medical Physics, Vol. 29, No. 12, December 2002
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shown in Figs. 7~b!, 7~c!, and 7~d! for d equals 0.1 mm, 0.2
mm, and 0.3 mm, respectively. The intensity profiles alo
the dashed lines~y51.5 cm! in the 2D images are also pre
sented. Whend equals 0.2 mm or 0.3 mm, the two parall
lines can be recognized with an obvious gap between th
However, whend equals 0.1 mm, we can see only one line
the reconstructed image. In each image, there are some w
intensity fluctuations around the pair of lines, which com
mainly from acoustic reflection at the edge of the transp
ency piece. The results in Fig. 7 show that with the circul
scan method and the modified back-projection algorithm,
can achieve a spatial resolution of;0.2 mm.

The center of the circular scan in the experiments is ta
at the center of each reconstructed image. We can see th
these 2D images, the spatial resolution at a position near
imaging center is higher than that at a longer distance fr
the imaging center. This kind of blur in the reconstruct
image is mainly caused by the physical size of the tra
ducer. The blur is greater when the physical size of the tra
ducer is larger, or the distance from the imaging cente
larger.

tic
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We quantified the spatial resolution of our imaging syst
with a 10 MHz wide-band~140% at –60 dB! cylindrically
focused transducer~V312, Panametrics!. The transducer ha
a 6 mm diameter active element and is nonfocused in
imaging plane. The estimated highest spatial resolution
our imaging system with this transducer is about 45mm. A
well-controlled phantom made from red rubber with a hi
optical absorption contrast and a sharp edge has been im
to obtain the edge-spread function. A line-spread funct
was obtained through differentiating the profile of the ed
spread function. Both the two profiles are shown in Fig.
The line-spread function shows a full width at half maximu
of about 60mm, which shows that the spatial resolution
our photoacoustic imaging system is near the diffract
limit of the detected photoacoustic signals.

V. CONCLUSION

Pulsed-laser induced photoacoustic tomography of
sorption in biological tissues has been studied. A modifi
back-projection algorithm derived from an exact inverse
lution was used to reconstruct the signals received by a w
band nonfocused transducer that scanned circularly aro
the sample under detection. Reconstructed images of giz
slices and rubber slices buried in chicken breast tissues a
well with the pictures of samples. Experiments also qua
fied the highest 2D resolution that can be achieved by
imaging system: using a detection of 2p view, the spatial
resolution is nearly diffraction limited by the detected ph
toacoustic waves.

Our photoacoustic detection system with the modifi
back-projection reconstruction algorithm is proved to be
effective method for biological tissue imaging with high co
trast and high spatial resolution. If a high resolution alo
the laser axis is required at the same time, scanning of ac
tic signals along the axis will be necessary.
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